Did you know?

There are little boxes on some of the pages of your dictionary. What are they? There are three different types and each has a symbol:

- about French language
- about French life and culture
- about “false friends”

1 Draw a line from each heading to its symbol.

   LANGUAGE
   CULTURE
   FALSE FRIEND

2 Look at page 39. Circle the colour of the box.

   LANGUAGE blue green grey
   CULTURE blue green grey
   FALSE FRIEND blue green grey

3 Work with a partner. How quickly can you find these things in your dictionary? Write down the page number.

   a page with two culture boxes _____  a page with three false friends boxes _____
   a page with four language boxes _____  a page with at least one of each _____

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily  🙁 = I can do some of this  😞 = I need more practice